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This game is a game in which you must escape from one classroom. The classroom is not very big,
but many hints are hidden. Also, up to 3 classmates will visit over time. Find items, reason, and
escape from the classroom! Up to 3 students will visit over time. However, I can not see the figure of
the students. I can not see my figure from the students. But you can hear what you are talking
about. After a certain time, it will return to the time when the game started. Return many times, let's
deduce the mystery of this classroom! About This Game This game is a game in which you must
escape from one classroom. The classroom is not very big, but many hints are hidden. Also, up to 3
classmates will visit over time. Find items, reason, and escape from the classroom! Up to 3 students
will visit over time. However, I can not see the figure of the students. I can not see my figure from
the students. But you can hear what you are talking about. After a certain time, it will return to the
time when the game started. Return many times, let's deduce the mystery of this classroom! About
This Game Escape from Classroom: This game is a game in which you must escape from one
classroom. The classroom is not very big, but many hints are hidden. Also, up to 3 classmates will
visit over time. Find items, reason, and escape from the classroom! Up to 3 students will visit over
time. However, I can not see the figure of the students. I can not see my figure from the students.
But you can hear what you are talking about. After a certain time, it will return to the time when the
game started. Return many times, let's deduce the mystery of this classroom! Game Features:
-Students who are hiding in the class -Time Attack Mission -Distracting Kids About This Game The
teacher got a present Why?? School day is going to end Where is the PE teacher??? Finally To make
sure GANG School is gone To make sure House Go and see To make sure Classroom Day time About
This Game Escape from Classroom Escape from Classroom Escape from Classroom School day
School day School day School day School day

3D PUZZLE - Modern House Features Key:
Create and save different presets of your favorite weapons
Create your own weapons
Strengthen your main weapons against magic and monster skills
Equip various new traps to give enemies a taste of pain
Discover and hunt a variety of monsters
Fight at the Plaza and Arena
Train your character’s items and become a mighty adventurer, Ryza the Alchemist
Enjoy music from Pascal Pinon

Category

Action
Adventure
RPG
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Atelier Ryza: "The End of an Adventure and Beyond" is a follow-up of the acclaimed Atelier series. It also
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functions as a relaxing adventure featuring great music, stories and events.

 

 

 

 

All about Atelier Ryza: "The End of an Adventure and Beyond" game key features:

Create and save different presets of your favorite weapons
Create your own weapons
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